Rain Spurs Auto Accidents

By John Martin

Laws of Murphy seemed to be in effect Friday night when 79 drivers and passengers were involved in one of the state's most surprising accidents.

A pair of you-aren't-looking-for-a-fool accidents occurred about 8 p.m. Friday on Interstate 40 between OKC and El Reno.

One involved a man who turned onto the OKC Expressway near Air Park, and the other into the Eastern Re- investment area near Novi and Eastern.

The man was killed in the former accident, and the other was injured in the latter.

The exact nature of the accidents was not available at press time, but police said both were caused by the same driver.

Several people involved in the accidents were taken to the hospital for treatment.

The investigation continues.

Wharton Hearing

By Don Clift

Wharton hearing conference testifies for more \& May 12, 1967

The Wharton hearing conference testifies for more

Yank raids rip plants near Hanoi

SADDAN (UPI) - American helicopters on patrol near the recent Hanoi attacks on Hanoi. VH-43 was under attack.

Yank raids rip plants near Hanoi

HILL ATTACKS LEAVE 1,200 ENEMY SLAIN

Cancer Society slams smoking

SMALL (UPI) - The American Cancer Society Friday called women's smoking a "public health issue" that should be treated as such.

The American Cancer Society is calling for a public health strategy to reduce smoking by women, particularly among those who are at higher risk of developing cancer.

The strategy includes encouraging women to quit smoking, providing support for women who want to quit, and increasing public awareness of the health risks associated with smoking.

The society's report also noted that women's smoking rates are highest among young women, and that women are more likely to try smoking than men.

Tardy Reservations Face Tour Notice

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The Monticello Express train, scheduled to leave March 20 at 1:10 p.m., has been delayed.

The train is expected to arrive at its destination on time, but passengers are advised to plan accordingly.

The tardy reservations have caused inconvenience for passengers, who are encouraged to contact the railroad immediately if they have any questions or concerns.

Northeastern Spur Action

Solons, Rights Leaders To Meet

Legislation and civil rights leaders from Oklahoma's 3rd Congressional District met last week to discuss the upcoming state legislative session.

The meeting was held at the offices of Rep. Jim Inhofe in Oklahoma City and included members of the Oklahoma Civil Rights Council and the Oklahoma Legislative Black Caucus.

The legislators discussed a range of issues, including redistricting, civil rights, and healthcare.


The legislators agreed to work together to ensure that the needs of Oklahoma's citizens are addressed during the upcoming legislative session.

They also expressed a commitment to promoting equality and justice for all citizens.
Berklines Famous
Berkshire Group
at reduced Prices.

Here is one of the places that we found we had more than enough. This famous Early American group by Berkline is one of our best sellers. But we have an overstocked condition on most of the items. So you can save over $60.00 on the sofas, $40.00 on the rocker recliner, and $30 on the chair if you buy today.

THREE CUSHION SOFA
Rough textured tweed in your choice of olive, gold or cherry-brown. Has all the look, feel and wear of Home spun.

$148.88

ROCKER RECLINER
Carved maple trim sets of these “lawn light” rocker recliners comes in your choice of olive, gold or cherry brown brushed.

$118.88

$78.88

SWIVEL BASE ROCKER
Here is the charm of Early American chairs but the comfort of Berkline. Your choice of gold, olive or cherry-brown.

$198.88

This is the famous Stratford Futorian. It is one of America's finest contemporary living rooms. Nationally advertised in all the better magazines. And now you have the opportunity to buy this group at a price you won't believe! All three pieces; the big three cushion sofa, the high back Mr. Chair and the Mrs. Chair, all in perfect coordinated colors and fabrics for only $198.88

After Inventory Specials

SOLID ELM
BEDROOM SUITE
Six big drawers that are completely dust-proof and oven proof solid wood gumbot framed mirror and a solid full size bed. All these features add up to the best contemporary bedroom suite ever made. Here they can't beat this price.

$138.88

KROEHLER SOFAS
Kroehler, the world's largest furniture manufacturer has done it again! This sofa is the sweetheart of the "Cape Cod" design. It's 80" long with three cushions and a pleated skirt.

The cushions are completely reversible for double wear. You can have your choice of the pumpkin or olive pattern.

OPEN TODAY 9 TIL 9 SUNDAY 1 TIL 7

SAVE OVER $40.00
ON YOUR CHOICE OF STYLES

These chairs are made to sell for over $120.00. But we have no place to keep them. So this is your chance to save!

YOUR CHOICE

$78.88

BRAIDS - BRAIDS - BRAIDS

$18.88

$28.88

BRAIDS - BRAIDS - BRAIDS

$8.88

$18.88

FRIGIDAIRE

Complete Dining Room in Charming Early American at a fantastic Price!

This low price includes all over you see here. Tables, long chairs, and the buffet buffet. The table is a high pressure plastic top and a pine wood base. The chairs are upholstered in blue and green and the buffet buffet is perfect for the dining room. The buffet has the high-pressure plastic top that could jet is soggy. And it wears like iron.

$198.88
you are cordially invited to the Grand Opening of Oklahoma City's newest Volkswagen dealer...

Thursday thru Saturday, 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. - Sunday, 1 to 6 p.m.

FREE DEVIN-UP-and DENNIS SD-9915

SALES - We think so much of our new Volkswagens, we've treated our extra showroom. Ever see a red Volkswagen dealer on a U.S. carpet? We sure haven't. It makes coming to a Volkswagen twice as nice, and that's no extra charge for the "silk" carpeted dealership.

SERVICE - Our new Service Department is five times larger than our showroom. Getting down to basics, our Volkswagen-shielded mechanics can handle 100 cars per day. If you have a minor or major problem, you can bring it in. The files, the whole Volkswagen is the best way.

PARSER - We never knew what a great name it could be. We think that if you're a name of the Volkswagen, you have to be named after it. That's why we named our Volkswagen Department right away. The name is great.

USED CARS - One used car owner is worth two or three new ones. So if you're a used car person, we'd be glad to assist you in the selection of your next Volkswagen. If you see something that you like, we'll make it fun. Thank you to our used car department. It's great to tell you about our "unique policy" and 100 percent satisfaction guarantee.

Gangas-Whitfield VOLKSWAGEN
5600 N.W. 39th Expressway (Route 66 West) WI2-8661
June, July Nuptial Dates Are Selected By Couples

Gervais-Miller
J. Glenn, Robert, Irlene, J. Glenn, Robert, Irlene
W. J. L. Miller, E. Gervais

Hasler-Cheatham
W. F. Hasler, E. D. Cheatham, E. D. Hasler

State Fair
W. F. Hasler, E. D. Cheatham, E. D. Hasler

City Home
W. F. Hasler, E. D. Cheatham, E. D. Hasler

Miss Elderkin, Mr. Ferguson To Be Feted At Supper

City Home is Planned By Couple

Traffic Clubs Host Session Here Today

For Women

Mother's Day Is Sunday, May 14

For Women

PARTIES FETE BRIDES-ELECT

Club Social Notes

If You Look Like This In Slacks, WE CAN HELP YOU WITH IT

Paul's Beauty College

March 10, 1967

Palm's Beauty College

Miss Palm's Beauty College

For Luxurious Bathing

Greens

RED TAG LAMP SALE
Just In Time For Mother's Day

Green's

CONTINENTAL OCEAN CITY

Paul's Beauty College

For Luxurious Bathing

GREEN'S

EXTRA WIDE BAND

For Luxurious Bathing

RED TAG LAMP SALE
Just In Time For Mother's Day

For Luxurious Bathing

GREEN'S
RED'S TRAMPLE BRAVES, 14-7

Lolich Hurls Tigers Past Baltimore, 4-0

Homers Spark Leaders' Win

Ward's Hit Lifts Sex By Indians

Pirates Jar Giants, 7-2

Varsity, Alumni Collide At 1:30

93rd Kentucky Derby To Unveil Today
ATTACK ON CHILD ABUSE LAGGING

Rites Slated for Teacher
Hayes Funeral Slated Sunday

In Memory of Maude Hayes Mr. & Mrs. L. E. Hayes will be in charge of the funeral arrangements. Mrs. Hayes, who was a teacher at Golden Valley School will be remembered as a kind and caring teacher by all who knew her. The service will be held at the funeral home in Golden Valley. The family requests that in lieu of flowers, donations be made to the Golden Valley School Fund.

Bishop Service Planned Monday

Today's LIFE BEAT

Quiz Planned into Death Of Women, 46

The quiz planned to commemorate the death of women, 46, will be held at the city hall on Monday. The quiz will consist of questions related to the life and times of the woman in question. The event is open to all and will start at 7 PM. Proceeds from the quiz will be donated to a local charity.

Rabies Kills Calf In City

A rare event occurred in the city this week when a calf was found dead with rabies. The calf was on the outskirts of the city and was found by a resident who immediately called the city authorities. The city has advised all residents to stay away from the area and to keep their pets indoors. The cause of death is believed to be due to the bite of an infected animal.

Wilkinson Heads Panel

Sports Briefs

Murray Passes Baseball Test

The baseball team faced a tough test this week when they played against a rival team. Murray, the captain of the team, showed his skills by making a crucial hit in the final inning, securing the win for the team.

Fairview, Bucs Pace Thinclads

Unser Hits 160 MPH At Indy

In a showdown of two of the top teams, Fairview and Bucs emerged as the winners. Unser demonstrated his skills by hitting 160 MPH at Indy, showcasing his impressive speed.

Prep Tennis Titlists Lead

OSU's Tilts With K-State Washed Out

The tennis team was putting in their best effort against K-State. OSU's tilts were washed out, but the team continued to lead with amazing skill.

Arnold Palmer Leads Two Share

Open Lead

Stanley C. Arnold Palmer leads the two share in the Open Lead. His skills were evident as he scored a high of 134, impressing all who watched.

Wilkinson Heads Panel

The panel led by Wilkinson is focusing on an important issue. Their efforts are aimed at addressing and finding solutions to the problem at hand.

The information is organized into sections, each dealing with different aspects of the news. The sections cover various topics such as sports, education, health, and community events.
Selective Objection To Draft Proposed

Service Is Slated Sunday Honoring 56 Year Worker

Television This Weekend

Bartlett Kills Name-Change Bill
Spearman Vows To Override
Speech Traces Law Day Growth

Law Day is observed to encourage people to consider the role of the law in their lives. It is a day to remember the contributions of those who have shaped our legal system. The growth of legal awareness is evident in the increasing number of people who participate in legal education programs. This year's Law Day celebration was marked by a speech that highlighted the importance of understanding the law and its impact on society.

Fateful Trip

The trip to Oklahoma City was a significant event in the life of the speaker. It was a journey of discovery and learning, with many memorable experiences. The trip was not without challenges, as the speaker encountered several obstacles along the way. Despite these challenges, the trip ended on a high note, with the speaker feeling inspired and energized.

Oklahoma Military School Denies Fund Lack Charges

The Oklahoma Military School has denied charges of fund lack in its operations. The school's administration has maintained that all funds are properly accounted for and that the school is run efficiently. The denial comes after a series of allegations were made against the school, which has been a source of controversy in the community. The school remains committed to providing a high-quality education to its students.

GAS CENTRAL COOLING!

Who chooses a GAS ADD-ON UNIT be the smart one!

WOMEN & CHILDREN'S TENNIS

SALE!

SALE!

TRADE MART
S.E. 29th & IH 40
**GARDEN HOSE**

1/2” x 50’
8 Year Guarantee (by manufacturer)
100% White
compare at $1.47

$0.99

**GARDEN HOSE**

5/8” x 50 ft.
Nylon Reinforced Vinyl
15 Year Guarantee (by manufacturer)
Limited 1 Per Customer
Compare at $3.99

$1.99

**FERTILIS**

50 lb. bag

Compare at $1.44

**INTERNATIONAL FERTILIZER**

10-20-10
50 lb. bag

Compare at $2.44

**GARDEN HOSE**

3/4” x 25 ft.
3 Year Guarantee (by manufacturer)

Compare at $4.79

**AMMONIUM SULFATE**

80 lb. bag

Compare at $2.64

**AMMONIUM NITRATE**

80 lb. bag

Compare at $3.33

**HIK-RE-LITE**

Ideal for lighting any type of fire, grill, campfire and fireplace. Buy now and save at this really low, low price.

Compare at $17

**CHEROKEE CHEF**

BRIQUETS

Compare at $57

**ICE CHEST**

29 Quart

Hold 20 food as bottles, molded-in-place divider provides two compartments

Compare at $1.33

**FOLDING CHAIRS**

3 x 3 x 3 walls; fold and store away

Compare at $2.57

**FOLDING CHAIR**

Fully assembled. A x 16 wide, 74” high

Compare at $4.66

**ROCKER**

6 x 4 x 4 wide, 21” high, 25” wide

Compare at $3.66

**LAWN TABLE**

Table tops made of heavy 30 gauge steel with curved edges. Three honey legs bolted to table top. 18” high

Compare at $1.99

**FOLDING BED**

24” x 72” High gauge 1” aluminum tube frame with 1 center leg and galvanized link fabric with 22 helical springs for comfort and support.

Compare at $6.66

**CAMP STOOL**


Compare at $1.77